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Friends Quiz 28

1. In a fit of desperation, what does Ross use to try and make the decision between being married to
Emily and friends with Rachel?

2. After agreeing to come back to New York, what does Emily say Ross must do to give their
relationship another shot?

3. Which of Rachel's sisters does Ross take out on a date?

4. How does Elizabeth react to Ross breaking up with her?

5. What are the professions of Vince and Jason, the guys that Phoebe dates simultaneously?

6. Phoebe's pregnancy causes her to start craving what?

7. Which of Joey's sisters comes to Rachel for advice after getting pregnant?

8. Whilst Erica is in labour, what does Chandler start debating with her?

9. Phoebe thinks Ross' sonogram looks like what, if you tilt your head to the left and relax your eyes?

10. Chandler decides to switch careers and try advertising, since he is good at writing slogans. What
slogan does he write for cheese?

11. After the duck definitely does not throw up in Joey's bed, what does he find under Rachel's pillow?

12. Which two-bathroom items form a paste as Ross attempts to get his leather trousers back on?

Sphinx Phoenix 
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Quizmaster Answers
1. A magic eight ball
2. Never see Rachel again
3. Jill
4. She hits him with a water balloon
5. A firefighter and a teacher, respectively
6. Meat

7. Dina
8. What hurts more: giving birth or getting kicked in

the crotch
9. An old potato
10. Cheese; it's milk you can chew!
11. An erotic novel
12. Lotion and Powder

Sphinx Phoenix 
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